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Enhancing business relations through exceptional wine events
Looking for exclusive company events, customised trips and incentives, as well as
unique fringe events for conferences and congresses that will bring employees and
customers closer together? Just 30 minutes from the business hub of Frankfurt and
near Mainz and Wiesbaden, two dedicated women organise wonderful wine experiences in the beautiful and historic landscape of Rhine-Hesse and Rheingau with
an exceptional sense for detail.
TEXT: NANE STEINHOFF | PHOTOS: DIETH + SCHROEDER / HERRGOTTSGARTEN

Wine experiences for a day, a weekend or a
whole week in Germany’s biggest and most
beautiful wine-growing region – the company ‘Herrgottsgarten’ create the exquisite
combination of culture and wine, far removed from stressful working hours. “We
take a lot of care in selecting our cooperating partners, such as vintners, gastronomy
and accommodation providers,” Anke
Schneider, one of the two founders and
joint owner, explains. Whether a customer
desires a full moon wine tasting, a drive
through Rhinehessen and Rheingau on the
nostalgia bus, dinner in a vineyard, a clas-

sic grape harvest or cooking course, Herrgottsgarten is sure to satisfy everyone’s individual wish.
Having been awarded the 2014 Best of
Wine Tourism Award of The Great Wine
Capitals, the company focuses on personal,
warm and considerate planning for all their
wine experiences and trips. Customers each
receive a personal contact person who cares
for their wellbeing.“We want our customers
to feel like they’re in ‘Herrgottsgarten’, in
paradise,”Anke Schneider says.“Our customers don’t need to plan a thing and we
seek to guarantee happy and carefree hours

Above: Experience the best views
in Rhine-Hesse and Rheingau from the nostalgia bus.

for our clients, far removed from stressful
everyday life,”she adds.
www.herrgottsgarten.de

Wine experiences, Events & Incentives

Enjoy Wine experiences from the treasure chest
Rhine Valley and heart of Rhinehessen.
Taste the famous Riesling wines in its own region.
Exclusive, customised services and packages.
Only 30 minutes from Frankfurt Airport.
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